Screw Raises $600 For AIDS Group
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change, about $959 and dumped it into his jar at one time," Spitznagel explained.

An MIT faculty member can become a Big Screw candidate in one of two ways. The person may approach the Big Screw chairperson and ask to be a candidate, or students and other faculty members can deposit $10 in the person's name to make him a write-in candidate. The nominated candidate can be disassociated from the contest if he or she does not wish to participate. In that case, APO will not accept money in that person's name.

"This year, we went to a couple professors who we knew had senses of humor and asked them if they wanted to run," Spitznagel said.

An MIT faculty member can become a Big Screw candidate in one of two ways. The person may approach the Big Screw chairperson and ask to be a candidate, or students and other faculty members can deposit $10 in the person's name to make him a write-in candidate. The nominated candidate can be disassociated from the contest if he or she does not wish to participate. In that case, APO will not accept money in that person's name.

Once a faculty member becomes an official candidate, he must choose a charity. If he wins, all the money collected by the contest will be donated to that charity.

AIDS Action provides a variety of services to people in the community who are living with HIV. They provide visits, meals, and housing assistance to people with AIDS, and run a hotline for the community," Levitt said.

The screw may be presented to Levitt at the Senior House Steer Roast, held the first weekend in May. Levitt's name will be added to the list of previous winners engraved on the screw's end.
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VANDALISM ISN'T A JOKE. IT'S AN OUTRAGE.

Vandalism is when I call wreck-cracking. Wrecking other people's property. Very selfish. Nicking something cool. First out what you can do to stop it. If you see

TAKING A BUT OUT OF CRIME

To get your highest possible LSAT score, you must:

Discern the point and logic of arguments. Explain what you read. Understand how rules order and limit the universe. Construct a written position.

These are the thinking skills required of a legal mind. Skills tested by the LSAT. Skills taught by Kaplan. And only Kaplan.

Call us to sign up for intelligent LSAT Prep.

DO IT AT NIGHT!

JOIN THE TECH PRODUCTION STAFF: STOP BY W20-483 ANY NIGHT OR CALL 253-1541.

Taking the LSAT?

THINK your way to the right answer.

To get your highest possible LSAT score, you must:

Discern the point and logic of arguments. Explain what you read. Understand how rules order and limit the universe. Construct a written position.

These are the thinking skills required of a legal mind. Skills tested by the LSAT. Skills taught by Kaplan. And only Kaplan.

Call us to sign up for intelligent LSAT Prep.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question

FRESHMEN!

Nominate your Associate Advisor for the first annual Outstanding Associate Advisor Awards, and win gift certificates to Toscanini's, Laverdes, and Technicuts.

Deadline: Friday, April 16

Extra nomination forms available in Room 7-103.

Freshmen who nominate winning associates will receive a letter of notification, along with a gift certificate, by Friday, April 30.

Brought to you by Undergraduate Academic Affairs and the Associate Advisor Steering Committee.